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ABSTRACT
The interpretation of stabilization diagrams is a classical task in operational modal analysis, and has the
goal to obtain the set of physical modal parameters from estimates at the different model orders of the
diagram. The diagrams are contaminated by spurious modes that appear due to the unknown (non-white)
ambient excitation and sensor noise, as well as possible over-modelling. Under the premise that spuri-
ous modes will vary and physical modes will remain quite constant at different model orders, the focus
is to retrieve the physical modes that constitute the identified model, while rejecting the non-physical,
spurious modes. Over the last decade, extensive research has been devoted for developing automated
strategies facilitating their interpretation. To this end, the interpretation is in principle disconnected from
the identification method and boils down to three stages i.e., clearing the diagram from the spurious
mode estimates, aggregating the modal parameter estimates in modal alignments and the final parameter
choice. Besides the point estimates of the modal parameters, also their confidence bounds are available
with some identification methods, such as subspace identification. These uncertainties provide useful
information for an automated interpretation of the stabilization diagrams. First, modes with high uncer-
tainty are most likely non-physical modes. Second, the confidence bounds provide a natural threshold
for the automated extraction of modal alignments, avoiding the requirement of a deterministic threshold
regarding the allowable variation within an alignment. In this paper, a strategy is presented for the auto-
mated mode extraction considering their uncertainties, based on clustering a statistical distance measures
between the modes. The relevance of the uncertainty consideration in the automated extraction will be
demonstrated on vibration data from two bridges.

Keywords: Operational Modal Analysis, uncertainty quantification, stabilization diagram, automated
interpretation, hierarchical clustering, subspace methods



1. INTRODUCTION

Operational modal analysis is a fundamental task in engineering practice. Assuming vibrating structures
with a linear time-invariant behaviour, linear system identification techniques such as subspace-based
system identification [1, 2] can be used, where the system matrices of a state-space model are estimated
before retrieving the modal parameters from their eigenstructure. The model order of the system (corre-
sponding to the number of modes in the data) is in general unknown, and moreover non-physical modes
due to colored noise are usually present besides the physical structural modes of interest. Under the
premise that spurious modes will vary and physical modes will remain quite constant at different model
orders, the identification is repeated at different model orders using efficient algorithms [2] to obtain
the stabilization diagram. Then the focus is to retrieve the physical modes that constitute the identified
model, while rejecting the non-physical, spurious modes. With subspace-based methods, not only the
modal parameter estimates but also their uncertainty bounds can be obtained [3–6], which are valuable
information for clearing the diagrams of modes with high uncertainty and their further processing.

Over the last decade, extensive research has been devoted for developing automated strategies facilitat-
ing the interpretation of the stabilization diagrams, e.g. [7–9], where an overview is given in [10]. Such
strategies usually comprise three stages i.e., clearing the diagram from the spurious mode estimates, ag-
gregating the modal parameter estimates in modal alignments and the final parameter choice. A popular
tool for both the clearing and the aggregating stages is clustering based on a distance measure between
the modes of the stabilization diagram. A drawback of clustering in this context is that either the number
of clusters i.e., the number of modes, is usually assumed to be known a priori, or that thresholds on the
allowable distance of the elements within a cluster need to be defined.

The focus of this work is to alleviate these issues to achieve less dependence on user-defined thresholds.
First, a distance measure for clustering is proposed that is based on the modal parameters and their
uncertainties. In this way, the natural variation of the modes between different model orders due to the
intrinsic uncertainties is considered. Thresholds for the distances can then be defined based on a chosen
confidence level on statistical grounds, instead of defining them in absolute terms on allowable changes
in the modal parameters that could be quite different for different noise levels of the data. Second, to
further reduce dependence on the user-defined thresholds, an automatic post-processing of the clusters
with a merging and a separation step is introduced based on the cluster distances, where too tight or too
loose thresholds are alleviated for the final clusters.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2., the basics of the subspace-based system identification
and uncertainty quantification are recalled. In Section 3., the clustering strategy is developed for the
automated interpretation of the stabilization diagrams and applied to vibration data of two bridges in
Section 4., before concluding the paper in Section 5..

2. SUBSPACE-BASED SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION AND UNCERTAINTY QUANTIFICATION

2.1. System identification

Assume that the vibration behavior of the investigated structure can be modelled by a linear time-
invariant system, then its dynamics can be described by the discrete-time state space model{

xk+1 = Axk + wk

yk = Cxk + vk
, (1)

where A is the state transition matrix, C is the output matrix, and k is the integer time step corresponding
to the system at time t = k∆t, where ∆t is the sampling rate. Vector yk ∈ Rr contains the measured
outputs (such as accelerations, velocities, displacements, strains), and xk ∈ Rn is the state vector. The
state noise wk ∈ Rn is related to the unknown ambient excitation, and vector vk ∈ Rr is the output noise.
The modal parameters are related to the eigenvalues and eigenvectors (λi, φi), i = 1, . . . , n, of A and to
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µi =
log(λi)

∆t
, fi =

|µi|
2π

, ζi =
−Re(µi)

|µi|
, ϕi = Cφi, (2)

where µi is an eigenvalue of the corresponding continuous-time system, fi is the natural frequency, ζi is
the damping ratio and ϕi is the mode shape at the output coordinates.

To estimate the system matrices A and C from the output data yk of length N , k = 1, . . . , N , and
consequently the modal parameters in (2), the reference-based covariance-driven subspace algorithm [1,
2] is used. The output covariance estimates with respect to a subset of reference sensors or projection
channels are computed as R̂i = 1

N

∑N
k=1 yk+iy

(ref)T
k . Arranged in block Hankel format, their theoretical

values satisfy the decomposition

Hp+1,q =
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C
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 (3)

with the observability and stochastic controllability matrices Op+1 and Cq, and where p, and q are time
lag parameters. With the singular value decomposition (SVD)

Ĥp+1,q =
[
U1 U0

] [S1 0
0 S0

] [
VT
1

VT
0

]
,

an estimate Ôp+1 = U1S1/2
1 of the observability matrix is obtained for the model order correspond-

ing to the truncation of the SVD. Then, the output matrix C is estimated from the first block row of
the observability matrix, and the state transition matrix is estimated from the shift-invariance property
Â = (Ô↑p+1)

†Ô↓p+1 where Ô↑p+1 and Ô↓p+1 are the observability matrix estimate without the last and
first block row, respectively. Ultimately, the modal parameters are obtained from the eigenvalues and
eigenvectors of Â and from Ĉ as in (2).

2.2. Uncertainty quantification

The computation of the modal parameter covariance results from the propagation of the sample covari-
ance on the Hankel matrix estimate Ĥp+1,q through all steps of the modal identification algorithm. This
sample covariance reflect in particular the unknown inputs due to non-measurable excitation sources and
the sensor noise, and they contribute in a non-trivial way to the covariance of the modal parameter es-
timates. The estimation of the sample covariance of the Hankel matrix is straightforward and is done
by separating the dataset for k = 1, . . . , N into blocks. The propagation to the modal parameter esti-
mates is then based on the delta method [11], where the analytical sensitivity matrices are obtained from
perturbation theory [3, 5].

Let ∆X be a first-order perturbation of a matrix-valued variable X , like X = Hp+1,q. Then, for a func-
tion Y = f(X) it holds vec(∆Y ) ≈ JY,X vec(∆X), where JY,X is the derivative that can be obtained
by analytically perturbing the functional relationship between X and Y , and where vec(·) denotes the
column stacking vectorization operator. Subsequently, covariance expressions for the estimates satisfy

cov(vec(Ŷ )) ≈ JY,Xcov(vec(X̂))J TY,X . (4)

In this context, the modal frequencies and damping ratios satisfy

∆fi ≈ Jfi,Hvec(∆H), ∆ζi ≈ Jζi,Hvec(∆H), (5)

where the analytical sensitivities are derived in detail in [3, 4], and the modal parameter covariance fol-
lows from (4) based on the Hankel matrix sample covariance and estimates of the respective sensitivities.



3. AUTOMATED INTERPRETATION OF STABILIZATION DIAGRAMS

Clustering techniques are well-suited for the automated interpretation of stabilization diagrams [8, 12],
where data (the modes in the stabilization diagram) are regrouped according to similar properties into
clusters (the modal alignments) with respect to a chosen distance measure. If the distance between two
modes is “small”, they are grouped together in one cluster. The clusters should contain modes with stable
properties over several model orders. This section will first define appropriate distance measures, and in
a second part will describe the clustering process to obtain alignments.

3.1. Definition of distance

Amongst several distances for clustering [8], a basic distance is based on the frequency difference and
the MAC between two modes i and j in the stabilization diagram, defined as [7]

Dc
ij =

|fi − fj |
max(fi, fj)

+ (1−MACij). (6)

Here the absence of the damping ratio can be noticed, which is often not used for clustering due to its
high variability. The distance is normed in the sense that both the (normed) frequency and the MAC are
in the interval [0, 1], leading to Dij ∈ [0, 2] where Dij indicates a perfect match between the modes.

Despite its high variability, the damping ratio is an important information to be considered in the distance
measure, which can be achieved by appropriate weighting in

Dn
ij = α1

|fi − fj |
max(fi, fj)

+ α2
|ζi − ζj |

max(ζi, ζj)
+ α3(1−MACij), (7)

with the weighting factors αl ∈ [0, 1] with
∑
αl = 1 the distance can be interpreted as a change

in percent between two modes. In the classical distance (6) a 50% weighting is chosen by default.
Here a weighting is chosen as α = [50%, 5%, 45%] between the modal parameters, reflecting the
high uncertainty of the damping ratio. The threshold of the distance for elements in the same cluster is
chosen ad-hoc as Dlim = 0.9, corresponding to 10% allowable variation in each of the weighted modal
parameter components.

The normed distance (7) is based on the (deterministic) relative difference between the modal parameters.
Since the modal parameter uncertainties are available from their estimation as outlined in Section 2.2.,
this uncertainty can be used as a natural weighting in the computation of the distance. Considering
the uncertainties of the frequencies and damping ratios, the first part of the distance can be evaluated
statistically by

Sij =

[
fi − fj
di − dj

]T
Σ−1ij

[
fi − fj
di − dj

]
(8)

where

Σij = E

([
∆(fi − fj)
∆(di − dj)

] [
∆(fi − fj)
∆(di − dj)

]T)
,

which can be evaluated based on Equations (4) and (5). Since the modal parameter estimates are asymp-
totically Gaussian distributed [5], the variable Sij is asymptotically χ2 distributed with two degrees of
freedom. Its non-centrality parameter is different from zero if the theoretical values of the frequencies
and damping ratios are different. Hence, a known value for a target percentile of the distribution is
available for verifying the assumption that the theoretical values of the frequency and damping ratios are
equal, thus belonging to the same cluster. When targeting a 99% percentile, the corresponding threshold
obtained from the χ2 distribution is around 9.2, so modes with Sij < 9.2 can be considered to be a
member of the same cluster. A criterion for the MAC can also be added on statistical grounds based



on [13]; however, for ease of presentation its deterministic format is kept in the following, defining the
combined distance, also called statistical distance,

Ds
ij = Sij + α̃(1−MACij). (9)

with an appropriate weighting α̃. This weighting factor can be chosen as follows. Considering a weight-
ing of 45% of the MAC to the distance measure (9) as in (7), and the remaining 55% to Sij having a
threshold of 9.2, a total threshold for Ds

ij in (9) is set to Ds
lim = 16. Then, assuming a criterion for the

allowable change of the MAC in the order of MACij > 0.9, this corresponds to α̃ = 70.

3.2. Clustering

There are many methods for clustering in the literature; amongst the most known are k-means and hi-
erarchical clustering [14] which are both in use for automated modal analysis. The k-means clustering
requires the number of clusters as an input, which is hard to know beforehand in modal analysis. How-
ever, it is mostly used to distinguish spurious modes from physical ones [8, 15]. Hierarchical linkage
clustering is based on a tree format where elements are clustered according to their distance, starting with
the smallest one and stopping when a maximal distance Dlim is reached. In the first step, each element
defines a cluster. In an iterative process, the two clusters with the shortest distance are combined into a
larger cluster, where the distance between two clusters is defined in different ways. Setting a limit on
the distances between the modes instead of defining the number of modes seems to be more natural for
clustering the stabilization diagram; hence the hierarchical linkage clustering is chosen in the following.

3.2.1. Linkage

The linkage is the choice of how the elements (i.e., the modes) form a cluster. Two popular ways of
linkage are complete and single. Single linkage regroups elements together by the minimum distance,
i.e., the distance between two clusters is defined by the minimum of the distances between their respective
elements when combining them. It can also be called nearest neighbor. On the other side, the complete
linkage regroups the clusters by the maximum distance of their elements, also known as farthest neighbor.
The direct consequence is that the complete linkage is more strict as the maximum distance of elements
should be under a specified value, while the single linkage allows more flexibility. For the first clustering
step, complete linkage is chosen to ensure that the distances between all cluster elements are below the
respective threshold Dlim as defined previously. Resulting clusters with too few elements are deleted.
In a second step, a post-processing of the retained clusters is carried out. To avoid modal alignments
that are split over the model orders due to too low thresholds, the clusters are checked with the single
linkage distance for merging. Furthermore, to avoid the contrary effect of over-agglomerated clusters
with several modes at single model orders due to too high thresholds, a separation step is introduced.

3.2.2. Post-processing

As presented before, the clustering depends on the thresholdDlim which is an a priori choice to a greater
or lesser extent – greater when considering deterministic distance measures and lesser when considering
statistical distance measures. If the threshold is too low physical modes will be missing; if it is too high
different modes will be agglomerated in the same cluster. For less impact of the choice of this parameter
several correction steps have been developed.

Merge
The first correction step is merging. The complete linkage for the initial clustering is strict and may

tends to divide single mode alignments into different clusters. To correct this, a near neighbor merging
was implemented comparing close neighbors between them based on the single linkage approach. The
minimum distance between two close clusters is computed, then if this distance is below the limit Dlim

the two cluster are merged.



Separation
The second step is a separation. A global mode cannot have different estimates at the same model

order, yet this can happen when the threshold is too big, or when noise modes with similar properties are
nearby. The purpose is then to clean some outlier points that could have been mixed with a real mode,
and to possibly separate two modes that are close. To clean these clusters, a reference “mono-order”
subset is defined by the elements of the cluster with unique model orders, i.e. at the corresponding model
orders there is only one mode estimate in the cluster. For the remaining model orders with multiple
estimates the closest element to the reference sub-set is kept, and the others deleted if too close.

The final step is a size verification of the found cluster. Every cluster whose number of elements is
under a stability criterion nbstab is deleted. The criterion nbstab is chosen as 20% of the maximum order
computed. The modal parameters are then determined from the means of the cluster elements when
using the classical normed distance, or from the weighted mean of the elements, where the weights are
related to the modal parameter uncertainties at the different model orders [16].

Algorithm 1 Clustering
Require: Frequencies f , damping ratios ζ, mode shapes ϕ, model orders n, maximum distance Dlim,

minimum number of modes per alignment nbstab
Ensure: Clusters

1: Compute distance Dij between every pair of elements (Equation (7) or (9))
2: Compute the clusters with complete linkage with respect to Dlim

3: Sort the clusters by frequency and delete every cluster whose size is below nbstab
Merge

4: Compare the neighboring clusters and merge the closest if their single linkage distance is belowDlim

Separation
5: for Every cluster do
6: while There are model orders with several modes do
7: Compare the different modes at each order to the mode set at orders with single modes
8: Keep the closest and delete the other
9: end while

10: end for

4. APPLICATIONS

Vibration data of two bridges, namely S101 Bridge [17] and Z24 Bridge [18, 19] are used to apply the
developed cluster algorithm 1 using either of the two distances defined in (7) and in (9), denoted by
normed distance Dn and statistical distance Ds, respectively.
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Figure 1: Full stabilization diagram of the S101 Bridge
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Figure 2: Hierarchical clustering from full stabilization diagram of the S101 Bridge (Figure 1) based on normed
distance Dn (top) and statistical distance Ds (bottom)

4.1. S101 Bridge

One dataset of the reference state of S101 Bridge before damage [17] has been chosen for analysis,
containing measurements from 45 sensors during 5.5 min. The respective stabilization diagram with the
uncertainty bounds on the frequencies is shown in Figure 1, where the modal alignments are already
quite clear.

In Figure 2, the clustering results with the developed algorithm are shown based on the classical normed
distance (top) and the statistical distance (bottom). The five modes that were previously identified in [17]
are shown as vertical lines in Figure 2. They are clearly present with both distances. This validates the
use of statistical distance.

The uncertainty bounds of the modal parameters can also be used as hard criterion to delete very uncer-
tain modes.With a threshold on the coefficient of variation of the frequencies (standard deviation of the
frequency divided by the frequency), the stabilization diagram becomes clearer as shown in Figure 3 and
seemingly easier to analyze. The clustering results based on the cleaned stabilization diagram are shown
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Figure 3: Cleaned stabilization diagram of the S101 Bridge with threshold on the coefficient of variation of
frequencies of 1.5%
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Figure 4: Hierarchical clustering from cleaned stabilization diagram of S101 Bridge (Figure 3) based on normed
distance (top) and statistical distance (bottom)

in Figure 4, where they do not seem to be impacted by the application of the uncertainty threshold, while
allowing as faster computation of the clustering.

The clustering algorithm is efficient to automatically retrieve stable alignments; however some align-
ments of spurious modes are also stable but tend to vary between different datasets. In order to retrieve
the modes that are stable over different datasets, the same clustering technique can be applied on the
set of modes that is obtained from each of the datasets in the spirit of “cross-validation” of the modes.
Assuming only little change of the physical modes between the analyzed datasets, the same threshold for
their distances as in the analysis of a single stabilization diagram can be used.

The results of this second clustering on the modal parameters obtained from 21 successive datasets
in the reference state of S101 Bridge is shown in Figure 5 (left), where the five reference modes are
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Figure 5: Hierarchical clustering of modes obtained from clustering of 21 stabilization diagrams using the sta-
tistical distance with the same threshold Ds

lim = 16 as in the clustering of the diagrams (left), and the doubled
threshold (right)



well recognized and other modes with higher variability are dismissed. To account for higher mode
variability between different datasets (as e.g. in tracking applications [12]), the threshold is usually
increased. Results with the doubled threshold are shown in Figure 5 (right), where more stable modes
are found. An in-depth analysis of these additional modes showed that the modes at 1 Hz and 18 Hz are
most probably non-physical, while the other modes are indeed physical modes with lower excitation.

4.2. Z24 Bridge

The second example is the Z24 Bridge [18, 19], where one dataset of the multi-setup measurements has
been used as in [4]. Measurements are more noisy, resulting in higher uncertainties of the modal pa-
rameters and more spurious modes, as shown in Figure 6, making the automated analysis more difficult.
Nevertheless, the same thresholds as in the previous example are used for the clustering, and the impact
of the developed steps for post-processing (merge and separate, see Algorithm 1) as well as the impact
of the statistical distance measure are analyzed.
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Figure 6: Full stabilization diagram of Z24 Bridge

In Figure 7 the result of the clustering is shown without any of the post-processing steps described
in Section 3.2.2.. The black vertical lines represent the reference modes identified in [19]. Indeed,
some of the alignments are split due to the more noisy data that would possibly require more relaxed
thresholds. After the post-processing steps, the final clusters correspond well to the structural modes in
Figure 8. However, there is one exception, namely the mode at 17 Hz that is very lowly excited and
shows high variability. It is missing when using the classical normed distance; however the statistical
distance considers its higher uncertainty intrinsically where it is well recognized. This shows that the
statistical distance is more robust in a noisy situation.

It should be noted that it the effect of cleaning the diagram was tested by putting a threshold on the
coefficient of variation of the frequencies, similarly as in Figures 2 and 3. First, since data is noisier,
the threshold of 1.5% needed to be increased in order to keep modes with higher estimation uncertainty.
Second, the results did not show improvement of the clustering, as already seen in Figure 3; moreover
the mode at 17 Hz (which has a higher variation) tends to get lost if the threshold is not set very carefully.
This shows that clustering strategy does not require a previous cleaning of the diagram, whereas such a
cleaning may be helpful for a manual visual inspection of the diagram.
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Figure 7: Hierarchical clustering without post-processing of the full stabilization diagram of Z24 Bridge based on
normed distance (top) and statistical distance (bottom)
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Figure 8: Hierarchical clustering after post-processing of the full stabilization diagram of Z24 Bridge based on
normed distance (top) and statistical distance (bottom)

5. CONCLUSIONS

The proposed statistical distance for clustering of stabilization diagrams has been validated on the S101
Bridge data. Then an application on the Z24 Bridge showed that in difficult noise condition the statistical
approach allows to find modal alignments even of very noisy modes due to its intrinsic consideration
of the uncertainties, leading to a more robust algorithm. The examples also showed that clearing the
diagrams with a hard criterion on modal uncertainty bounds may not be necessary, since the clustering
algorithm takes them into account directly, and may even be counterproductive. Furthermore, it has been
shown on the S101 Bridge data that the clustering approach is a means for cross-validation of modes
from several datasets.
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